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WE ARE LIVING IN CHALLENGING TIMES
We are certainly living in challenging and uncertain times.
Someone recently wrote to me and asked me why we can't
go back to the way things were in the world, 30 to 50 years
ago, when there was law-and-order, fear of God, justice,
morals, respect, and all the things which we grew up with as
'normal'. Although sometimes when we look back, it may
appear that things were more stable, more predictable and
more manageable, every part of history has had to deal with
its own challenges and uncertainties.
My grandparents lived through two world wars and a
pandemic called the Spanish Flu. Millions of people died, in
fact 50 million people died from the Spanish flu and 115
million died between the two world wars - and we think it's
rough now. Our times have their own unique challenges. As
we face the challenges of our times, we need to recognise
the difficulties, but at the same time we need to stand strong
in the Lord and in the knowledge that He will bring us
through it. One day, others will look back at us and be
amazed that we faced these things and overcame them. If
previous generations could live through their challenges,
with God's help, then with His help, we can live through our
challenges and come out the other side thriving.

STAYING
POSITIVE
IMPORTANT

IS

VITALLY

As with everything in life, it involves choices. We can choose
to see the positive and believe for the best, or we can throw
in the towel, give up, and give in to hopelessness and despair.
When we choose to stay positive it changes our mindset in
the situation. A positive mindset affects everything in our
lives, including our health and wellbeing. Staying positive
enhances all areas of life, including productivity, creativity
and problem solving. It lower levels of distress and can lead
to a longer lifespan. When you focus on the positive you
naturally focus less on the negative. Staying positive is about
anticipating better outcomes instead of expecting
unfavourable outcomes. As we stay positive, we will be able
to see the 'way of escape' that God promises to provide when
we go through difficulty and temptation.
1 Corinthians 10:13 'No temptation [regardless of its
source] has overtaken or enticed you that is not common
to human experience [nor is any temptation unusual or
beyond human resistance]; but God is faithful [to His
Word - He is compassionate and trustworthy], and He will
not let you be tempted beyond your ability [to resist], but
along with the temptation He [has in the past and is now
and] will [always] provide the way out (a way of escape) as
well, so that you will be able to endure it [without yielding,
and will overcome temptation with joy].'
5
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Perhaps you have been tempted to get discouraged
and to become negative, but you don't need to yield
to it, because the Lord will provide a 'way of escape'
so that in the end you can overcome with joy in your
heart. You can do this! You can hold on to your hope
and remain positive, because it will be worth it in the
end.

HOW TO STAY POSITIVE
A. FOCUS ON THE TRUTH OF GOD'S
WORD AND NOT THE PREVAILING
INFORMATION.
In challenging times, we need to be able to
differentiate between truth and information.
Information will always be unreliable and
changeable, and the truth will always be reliable and
certain. Years ago, when I was in the military, I
discovered that rumours had a powerful influence
on the moral and psyche of the troops that I was part
of. Every day there would be a different 'story'
during the rounds, and it would lead to great distress
and anxiety. A small group discovered that they
could create a rumour and cause pandemonium.
They decided to spread a rumour that the scheduled
leave was going to be cancelled.
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It spread like wildfire and discouragement fell like a
heavy, wet blanket over the entire camp. It even
spread to the families and friends of the recruits and
eventually the officer commanding the base had to
call everyone to a parade on the parade ground and
he had to try and undo the damage. Life is much the
same, so much information is swirling around and
so much of it is half-truth or simply lies, or what has
now come to be called 'fake news'. God's Word, on
the other hand, is filled with unassailable truth that
stands the test of time and situation. Take God's
Word as an absolute in your life and believe it with
all your heart.
Ephesians 4:14 'We won't be tossed and blown
about by every wind of new teaching. We will not
be influenced when people try to trick us with lies
so clever they sound like the truth.'
By living in this way, it will bring stability and
security into our lives.

B. KEEP ON LIVING A LIFE OF TRUSTING
GOD.
Trust the Lord to help you make wise choices and
decisions. Trust the Lord to help you with what is
possible while trusting Him to do what is
impossible. It is as we trust in Him that we can stay
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positive even in the most challenging of times. Trusting in Him takes
our eyes off the situation and circumstances, and it reminds us that
He is still in control and still has the final say regarding all the issues
in our lives. Trusting God also means that we are depending on Him
and His all-knowing, all-powerful hand in our lives.
Proverbs 3:5-6 'Trust in the LORD with all your heart and lean
not on your own understanding; in all your ways submit to Him,
and He will make your paths straight.'

C. TURN YOUR WORRIES INTO PRAYER.
Prayer brings value into our lives, even if we don't see immediate
response. Sometimes our own anxious thoughts can overwhelm us
and paralyse us. But as we take these issues and concerns and begin
to pray about them, the weight and burden of them is carried over
to the Lord. He has promised to care for us, and this care includes
helping us with the very practical issues we may be confronted with.
Philippians 4:6 'Do not be anxious about anything, but in every
situation, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, present
your requests to God.'
The Lord desires that we would know peace in our lives and not
anxiety and fear. The secret is to take those fears and make them a
matter of prayer so that the Lord can actually lift the load we are
carrying and bring answers and breakthrough to those areas where
we need help.

D. LOOK FOR THINGS TO BE THANKFUL ABOUT
AND FOCUS ON THEM.
We often focus on all the negative things when we are facing
challenging times. We can just see the negative and the problems,
and this hinders us from being about to see solutions and answers
in the middle of all the issues. The strange thing about life is that
regardless of the challenges there are always things to be thankful
for or thankful about. Every person's situation will be different and
unique, but in every instance there will be things to thankful about.
Psalm 100:4 'Enter His gates with thanksgiving and His courts
with praise; give thanks to Him and praise His Name.'
As we adopt this attitude of thankfulness, it brings certain
advantages in our lives
1. It helps us to be optimistic in God and aids us to overcome
pessimism and negativity.
2. It helps us to overcome stress. Anxiety and fear are forms of
stress that we do not need. Thankfulness shifts this and brings
peace and appreciation in exchange.
3. Thankfulness helps us to remember how God has helped us in the
past, or in other situations, and as a result gives us the assurance of
His ongoing help for today and for the future.

E. LIVE IN CHILDLIKE DEPENDENCE ON GOD.
Don't overthink or over complicate matters. Live one day at a time.
I have often had to deal with people facing challenging times.
7
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When I have suggested an alternative, or perhaps a
solution to the issue, they often give me many reasons
why what I am suggesting can never work. In
challenging times it becomes difficult to hear the
solution that perhaps God is bringing across our paths.
There was a blind man in the Bible who wanted Jesus
to heal him. Jesus made mud and placed it on his eyes
and told him to go and wash. When he did this, he
regained his sight. It makes you wonder if he would
have been healed if he had not done the simple thing
of going to wash, as instructed. (John 9:1-12) Simple
childlike faith and obedience can turn things around in
challenging times.

F. REMEMBER THAT THERE IS AN
ETERNAL DIMENSION THAT WILL
EVENTUALLY
OVERSHADOW
OUR
TEMPORARY EARTHLY EXPERIENCE.
Sometimes we think that this temporary earthly
experience will last forever. When we are going
through challenging times, it can feel like things cannot
or will not ever change. The truth is that our earthly
experience is temporary and constantly subject to
change. But ultimately we are eternal spiritual beings
having a temporary earthly experience and afterwards
is the promise of eternal life with God. We should live
with a greater consciousness of the eternal than the
physical.
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2 Corinthians 4:18 'So we don't look at the troubles
we can see now; rather, we fix our gaze on things that
cannot be seen. For the things we see now will soon be
gone, but the things we cannot see will last forever.'

4. IT'S NOT TOO DIFFICULT TO STAY
POSITIVE IN CHALLENGING TIMES
How do you keep positive and trusting, in childlike faith,
in these challenging times? Perhaps you have asked
yourself this very question. Perhaps it all just seems too
difficult. It may be a challenge, but as you apply these
suggestions mentioned above, you will discover that it
is not too difficult. Each one of us can choose the way
we will respond to challenging times.
There are positive and negative ways of dealing with all
we face. The challenge is to make the right choices
within the challenging times. Joseph, in the Bible, lived
through years of challenging times, yet in the end he
came out on top.We may wonder how he was able to do
this, but he was able to make the right choices, choose
the right attitudes, and make the most of the situation
he found himself in. As a result, we see that God went
on to use him in a wonderful way. He was used to save
his family, his nation, and a generation and today we
remember him for not becoming overwhelmed in
challenging times, but for navigating his life, with God's
help, to a place in history.You and I can do the same and
God will be faithful, just as He was to Joseph. You can do
it - you can stay positive in challenging times.
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Most of us have been told that if we’re going to have
a good marriage we’ll need to learn some important
things along the way. That’s all a part of married life.
Some will be good; and some will be bad. But what
about “unlearning” some things? Can that be
beneficial? YES… without a doubt! It can actually be
one of the best things we can do at times for our
marriage. That’s especially true in how we
communicate with each other.
Through the years Steve and I have had to do A LOT
of unlearning. (And it’s still an ongoing process.)
Unknowingly, we both had developed a lot of hurtful
ways of trying to resolve conflict. Some of this we
dragged into the marriage from our differing
backgrounds, etc. And some appeared to “develop”
right then and there. (Actually, they didn’t. We just
didn’t know we had those hurtful mannerisms buried
deep inside of us. And then when we “bumped” into
each other in conflicting circumstances…SURPRISE!
Those toxic ways within us reared their ugly heads.)
So, we’ve had to do some learning, as well as
unlearning some important things.
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As it pertains to conflict resolution, relationship expert,
Julie Baumgardner points out:
“The way in which couples attempt to resolve conflict
often is based on what they’ve learned growing up.
Techniques, such as the silent treatment or running
away, are ineffective and tend to create more conflict.
Couples who recognize that they’ve learned poor
techniques can become skillful by learning new, more
effective methods, which will allow them to resolve the
conflict at hand and move on.” (From her article
“Irreconcilable Differences”)

The Goal of Unlearning and Then
Learning Anew
That’s the goal. We actually see, and then acknowledge
and throw out that, which we should change. And then
we make the effort to learn and replace those
approaches with healthier and more loving ones.
Unfortunately, none of that comes easily! But it’s
worth the effort if it helps you to approach your
marriage, as Christ would have you. Let me give you an
example.
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My mom told me of a horrible fight she and my dad had when
they were first married. They were screaming back and forth at
each other; and she was absolutely furious! She decided to step
up her angry tirade by throwing several glass plates against the
wall. She saw this being acted out in a movie and in turn, acted
out her anger in the same way. They shattered all over the
kitchen. There’s no doubt that it added to the drama!
The only thing is, she then realised that in the movies, they had
a crew that cleaned up the mess. She didn’t; she knew she
would have to clean it all up. Plus, she realised that they didn’t
have the money to replace those dishes. And on top of all of
that, these actions only made them both madder! So how did
that work for her and for them? It didn’t! Later she erased that
drama “choice” of a response out of her head. She never did
that again! It was a lesson well (and expensively) learned, which
became a response unlearned afterward.

Unlearning “Natural” Inclinations
Personally, I’ve had to unlearn the habit of yelling when I’m
angry. This hasn’t been easy. And I can still start to go there
when my guard is down. I grew up in a family of screamers. So
it came natural for me to yell. Unfortunately, it came natural to
Steve too. So we just did what came natural to us. And it led to
no good.
Eventually, the Lord revealed to us that what appeared to be a
“natural” way to deal with conflict was actually killing our
relationship. The Bible says, “There is a way that seems right to
a man. But in the end it leads to death.“ (Proverbs 14:12) And
for us, it was almost the death of our marriage.
For most individuals, when we don’t feel understood, we can
attack each other as enemies. That’s when it’s important to
“unlearn” our caustic behaviors. But then we must reach out to
“learn” new ways of communicating. And it isn’t a “once for all”
type of education. Even though we know how to resolve conflict
in healthier ways, we can still fall into our old traps of past
behavior.
Steve and I have to catch ourselves at different times to tone
down the way we “speak” to each other. We’ve made the
decision that yelling is not a communication option for us. And
usually we hold strong to that commitment.

Unlearning Previous Knowledge
“Paul, the Apostle, was a typical example of learning, unlearning
and relearning. He had advanced beyond his counterparts in
Judaism. He had learned from one of the best teachers of the
law then. And he had so much confidence in his knowledge,
which led him to murder innocent people until he opened his
mind to a better knowledge. He unlearned his previous
knowledge and learned Christianity from the scratch.’
12
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“Today, we barely talk about the early Christians without mentioning his name because of the powerful impact
he made after he relearned. Even after accepting Christ, he never stopped seeking to learn more (Galatians 1:14,
Philippians 3:4-14). He used words like “I want to know…”, “I keep pressing…” (Tolulope Okiemute, from her
article, Learning and Unlearning)

In applying this to your marriage, please note:
“Marriage is an institution of constant learning, unlearning, and relearning a lot of things… Your creative part
possesses you during a quarrel and you begin to cook up ideas in your head that will put you into trouble. … It’s
natural to say hurtful things when we are angry but I’ve learned not to say too much or watch what I say when
I’m angry. Even if your anger is justified, you can become the wrong person if you say things you’re not supposed
to say.
“…So, these days when I’m hurt and I’m tempted to spew hurtful words, I take a chill pill and tell myself that the
quarrel wouldn’t matter in a few hours, but my words will.” (Olubunmi Mable, from her article, The Most Painful
But Important Lesson I’ve Learnt in Marriage)

“Let us therefore make every effort to do what leads to peace and to mutual edification.” (Romans 14:19)
“Reckless words pierce like a sword, but the tongue of the wise brings healing.“ (Proverbs 12:18)

Unlearn Those Worldly Messages
Not only do we need to unlearn some of the habits we picked up earlier in life, we need to shake off the “world’s”
teaching in matters of love.
“Especially when it comes to the pursuit of happiness in our marriage. We need to unlearn the worldly messages
that lie to us about what will make us happy, better, true.” (Heather Riggleman)
That type of love is not permanent. God’s type of love is!
13
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“Worldly” love will tell us to “follow our hearts.” God’s
word tells us that our hearts are “deceitfully wicked.”
So where could that type of “love” take us? Love, as
the world defines it, centers on our feelings. But “love
isn’t just what you feel, it’s what you do consistently
over time.” (Matthew Jacobson) In God’s Word we’re
told:
“Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, does not
boast, and is not proud. It does not dishonor others, it
is not self-seeking, is not easily angered, it keeps no
record of wrongs. Love does not delight in evil but
rejoices with the truth. It always protects, always
trusts, always hopes, always perseveres.” (1
Corinthians 13:4-7)

Keep in Mind:
“When we follow our feelings into marriage, we can
also follow our feelings right out of marriage. As
quickly as you fall in love, you can fall out of love.
Because feelings come and go, those who build the
foundation of their marriage on how they feel will
certainly find their marriage crumbling. Feelings are
fickle; but faith is not. It’s easy to follow our hearts,
but it takes courage to lead our hearts.” (Debra Fileta)
Leading your heart is difficult—no doubt! When our
spouse says what he or she shouldn’t we want to lead
with our feelings. But we’re called to “Be imitators of
God as dearly loved children and live a life of love, just
as Christ loved us and gave himself up for us as a
fragrant offering and sacrifice to God.“ (Ephesians 5:1)
So when we’re tempted, it can be good to pray:
“Set a guard over my mouth, LORD; keep watch over
the door of my lips. Do not let my heart be drawn to
what is evil so that I take part in wicked deeds along
with those who are evildoers; do not let me eat their
delicacies.” (Psalm 141:3-4)

Unlearning and Then Learning Can Be a
Humbling Experience
It takes a real time of reckoning and humbling to get
to the point of admitting we need to unlearn some
things. Afterward we must then learn how to
communicate in healthy ways. It’s a matter of taking
out the old and replacing it with the new. The Bible
says, “Pride only breeds quarrels. But wisdom is found
in those who take advice.“ (Proverbs 13:10) Please
make it a point to empty yourself of pride, and
consider this advice if it applies to your marital life.

14
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It would be a crying shame to allow
unnecessary pain to stay within your
relationship. Additionally, your children can
become bruised emotionally as they watch
you fight with each other in unhealthy
ways. We plead with you to make it your
mission to work together to make your
marriage a reflection of the heart of Christ.
God brings others into our lives to witness
the miracle of love that God can bring. He
does this through ordinary human beings
and does this for all who call upon Him. May
the Lord bless you in this effort!

15
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In this world, broken things are despised and thrown out. Anything we no longer
need, we throw away. Damaged goods are rejected, and that includes people. In
marriage, when relationships break down, the tendency is to walk away and find
someone new rather than work at reconciliation. The world is full of people with
broken hearts, broken spirits and broken relationships.

“The Lord is close to the broken-hearted and
saves those who are crushed in spirit” (Psalm
34:18). There is something about reaching a
breaking point that causes us to seek the Lord
more sincerely. King David was once a broken
man, and he prayed, “Create in me a pure
heart, O God, and renew a steadfast spirit
within me… The sacrifices of God are a
broken spirit; a broken and contrite heart, O
God, you will not despise” (Psalm 51:10, 17).
There are some things in our lives that need
to be broken: pride, self-will, stubbornness,
and sinful habits, for example. When we feel
our brokenness, God compensates: “I live in
a high and holy place, but also with him who
is contrite and lowly in spirit” (Isaiah 57:15).
The Bible says that God breaks those who are
proud and rebellious. The mighty Pharaoh set
himself against God, but God broke him and
freed His people from bondage and shame. “I
am the Lord your God, who brought you out
of Egypt so that you would no longer be
slaves to the Egyptians; I broke the bars of
your yoke and enabled you to walk with
heads held high” (Leviticus 26:13).
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God punishes all those who proudly resist Him.
“My servants will sing out of the joy of their
hearts, but you will cry out from anguish of heart
and wail in brokenness of spirit” (Isaiah 65:14).
To us, broken things are despised as worthless,
but God can take what has been broken and
remake it into something better, something that
He can use for His glory. Broken things and
broken people are the result of sin. Yet God sent
his Son, who was without sin, to be broken so
that we might be healed. On the night before He
died, Jesus broke the bread and said, “This is my
body, which is broken for you.” He went all the
way to Calvary to die so that we can live. His
death has made it possible for broken, sinful
humanity to be reconciled to God and be
healed. Without the broken body of Jesus, we
could not be made whole. “But he was pierced
for our transgressions, he was crushed for our
iniquities; the punishment that brought us
peace was upon him, and by his wounds we are
healed” (Isaiah 53:5).
Only when we surrender to Christ can we be
restored and transformed.
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Such surrender requires a brokenness on
our part (Luke 9:23). Romans 6:1-14
describes how believers become dead to
sin and alive to God in Christ. Claim the
promise that cannot be broken: “In this
world you will have trouble. But take
heart! I have overcome the world” (John
16:33). “A righteous man may have many
troubles, but the Lord delivers him from
them all; he protects all his bones, not one
of them will be broken. … The Lord
redeems his servants; no one will be
condemned who takes refuge in him”
(Psalm 34:19-22).

Jesus viewed all things in the light of eternity, and so
should we: “Let us fix our eyes on Jesus, the author and
perfecter of our faith, who for the joy set before him
endured the cross, scorning its shame, and sat down at
the right hand of the throne of God. Consider him who
endured such opposition from sinful men, so that you will
not grow weary and lose heart” (Hebrews 12:2-3).
God draws us, He calls to us. He longs for us to come to
Him so He can heal us. Often, we are unable to hear His
call because we’re so busy with other things – our lives,
our families, our work, our own problems and
unhappiness. Sometimes we must be broken before we
realise our need. And our deepest need is to be reconciled
to God. Only then can we be made whole (Matthew 5:5).
The solution can never come from our own efforts or
striving, but comes only from Him. Only when we
recognize our need for God are we able to take our eyes
off ourselves and focus them on God and Jesus Christ.
Only when we stop thinking about ourselves and start
thinking about what Jesus did for us can we begin to heal.
Only when we admit our need and ask God into our life,
can God begin to make us whole. Only when we confess
that we are broken can God make us into what He wants
us to be. Once we let go of self and place God at the center
of our lives, everything else falls into place (Matthew
6:33).
18
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During the final week of Jesus’ life, He was eating a meal, and “a woman came with an alabaster
jar of very expensive perfume, made of pure nard. She broke the jar and poured the perfume
on his head” (Mark 14:3). The woman’s action of breaking the alabaster jar was symbolic of a
couple of things: Jesus would soon be “broken” on the cross, and all who follow Him must be
willing to be “broken” as well. But the result of such costly brokenness is beautiful, indeed.
Surrender to God and allow Him to make you whole, to give your life meaning, purpose and
joy. Trust Him. “And we know that in all things God works for the good of those who love Him,
who have been called according to His purpose” (Romans 8:28).
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